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Lamberti S.p.A.
LAMBERTI is a century old Italian multinational company developing & manufacturing a wide range of
application products from its Speciality Chemical technologies. Lamberti has certain core technologies ,
namely Polymers ( natural & synthetic), Oliochemistry ( Surfactants and Dispersions) etc , which makes
an application matrix for the markets viz Oil& Gas, Agrochemicals, Ceramics, Personal & Home care,
Construction & textile finishing, Lamberti has its plants in different parts of the world with Subsidiaries &
affiliates accessing every important geographical area. With 1350 people (16% in R&D), Lamberti is
making a Sales turnover of around 500 Million Euros. In past hundred years, we have stayed quite
juxtaposed with the customers and our innovative efforts add value by chemistry.
LAMBERTI has been present in the world of Ceramics since past 6 decades. A dedicated plant at Fiorana
& the Centre of Excellence is always stand by to face any requirement of Ceramics manufacturing
chemistry. The well structured organization with dedicated Sales & Technical support teams are present
in the every ceramic manufacturing areas of the world to support our customers. The entire effort of
business development is well supported by local logistics teams and application labs dedicated for
various markets.
LAMBERTI with its continuous Research has evolved a versatile product portfolio which covers the
performance needs of most of the production processes. The portfolio encompasses liquid deflocculants
for any kind of ceramic bodies, engobes or glazes - binders for bodies, glazes and engobes both in liquid
and powder form - technical and purified CMC of any grade of viscosity.
LAMBERTI produces special binders for glazes and bodies (TIXOLAM, TIXOSOL, and CARBOCEL),
preservatives (CARBOSAN), deflocculants for body and glaze (REOTAN, REOFLUX), de-moulding
agents (DEMOLAM) and specialities to speed up the thickness formation (REOLAM). Such product have
shown very promising results in Tableware & Sanitary ware markets, which is highly quality sensitive.
LAMBERTI is pursuing a continuous research in Ceramics industry in order to bring in more effective &
economic solutions for some newer applications in field of Technical Ceramics. However, in the well
established markets of Tile manufacturing, sanitary ware etc, application research support to the
customer is a continuous process. Group has developed a deep understanding of the production
processes and the chemical specialities used in the sanitary ware industry. LAMBERTI is, since decades,
a reliable and trustworthy supplier of several of the most important groups and companies in the sanitary
ware industry worldwide.
LAMBERTI HYDROCOLLOIDS PVT LTD is an Indian subsidiary of Lamberti Group. The Indian
subsidiary has a Sales organization to support BU Ceramic activities in India region. The company has a
well organized logistics platform with appropriate storage and delivery arrangement. Moreover, the
company has a state-of-art application Laboratory for Ceramics application which provides local
technical support. The laboratory is well equipped with modern machines and highly trained engineers to
ensure European standard operations have a strong team having deep knowledge of ceramic application
to offer suitable product for any application related problem.
To have a complete overview of LAMBERTI and its products please visit our web site: www.lamberti.com.

